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iTunes 12.7 Giveth, but Mostly It Taketh Apps and Ringtones Away
by Kirk McElhearn

As autumn arrives in the Northern Hemisphere, we welcome some familiar things: the leaves change 
color, the weather turns cooler, and iTunes gets an update. Apple hasn’t always changed iTunes at this 
time of year, but the last three major versions — 10, 11, and 12 — have coincided with the release of a 
new iPhone in September.

This week, Apple released iTunes 12.7. It requires OS X 10.10.5 Yosemite or later and is a free 
download from the Apple Web site or via Software Update. Although it’s not a major number update, 
it’s notable for losing more features than it gains.

iTunes users have long accused the app of being bloated, though I strongly disagree with this view. (See 
“Is iTunes Bloated?” (27 September 2010) and a 2015 update to that article on my Web site.) Bloat is 
in the eye of the beholder. It’s simple to hide iTunes features you don’t use, and if more people did that 
they would be less annoyed by iTunes.

In any case, this is the 
first time that Apple has 
addressed what one 
might call a surfeit of 
features in iTunes. But 
the company may have 
g o n e t o o f a r , a s 
evidenced by the dialog 
be low . The mos t 
significant changes apply 
to iOS apps, but iTunes 
U, ringtones, and Internet radio are also affected. Let’s look at those first, and then double back to apps.

A New Building for iTunes U -- Apple launched iTunes U in 2012 as part of a broader strategy for 
providing tools for the education market (see “Apple Goes Back to School with iBooks 2, iBooks 
Author, and iTunes U,” 19 January 2012). iTunes U offers course material, some of it from major 
universities around the world, in the form of audio and video lectures, sometimes in conjunction with 
ebooks, PDFs, and other media.

Within iTunes, iTunes U was just another media kind in the Media Picker above the iTunes sidebar. 
As such, it was low hanging fruit in Apple’s quest to streamline iTunes, and it’s no longer available there.

However, there are actually two types of iTunes U content: collections and public courses, and they’ve 
moved to different places.
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SMMUG Info 2
SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, October 14, 2017, in the Fire Station 18’s 
meeting room at: 6830 Hadler View (a map is 
located at the end of this NL). The meeting will be 
divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
Apple’s Notes.

All are invited, but new users are especially 
encouraged to attend this free meeting. Bring your 
tips and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert                  $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for 

inserts.

Sponsor ing Membersh ips a re a l so 
available to merchants who want to see 
their business name and address listed on 
the front page. Sponsoring Memberships 
are $100 for one year.

MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows:

October 9, 2017  
November 13, 2017  
December 11, 2017

----------------
January 8, 2018  

February 12, 2018  
March 12, 2018  

April 9, 2018  
May 14, 2018 
June 11, 2018 
July 9, 2018  

August 13, 2018  
September 10, 2018 

October 8, 2018  
November12, 2018  
December 10, 2018
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You can find the previous issues of the 
Silicon Summit posted in PDF format at 
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6:45 Networking Break
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Announcements
Meeting Dates for 2018
Board Meeting: 1/22  2/26  3/26  4/23  5/21*  6/25  7/23  8/27  9/24  10/22 11/26 12/17* 
General Meeting: 1/8  2/12  3/12  4/9  5/14  6/11  7/9  8/13  9/10  10/8  11/12  12/10
SIG Meetings: 1/13  2/10  3/10  4/14  5/12  6/9  7/14  9/8  10/13  11/10 
* Date changes

Door Prizes For The October Meeting:
Apple TV 1
Earphones
Power Bank
USB Car Charger
Mini Stylus
Screen Protector
Mouse 

Club News
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Apple says that iTunes U collections move into the Podcasts category in both iTunes and the iTunes Store; they’re also available in the iOS 

Podcasts app. Educators who use iTunes U collections may find this change confusing, but as long as they provide the appropriate links to their 
students and follow Apple’s instructions, it shouldn’t be a problem.

In contrast, Apple notes that iTunes U public courses (it’s unclear how to tell the difference) now appear only in the iTunes U app in iOS.
Watch That Tone -- Another casualty in Apple’s war on iTunes feature bloat is ringtones. With the advent of the iPhone in 2007, iTunes has 

served as a repository for ringtones. Since that time, Apple has sold ringtones, which have proved an extremely lucrative market for snippets of music, 
but iTunes also allowed you to add custom ringtones, even those you created yourself. Starting in 2011, Apple also offered this option for the alert 
tones that play when you receive notifications on your iOS device.

iTunes 12.7 removes the Tones library. You can no longer store ringtones and alert tones in iTunes, nor can you sync them automatically to your 
iOS device. There is still a way to move them to your device; I’ll get to that in a minute.

You haven’t been able to buy tones from the iTunes Store on the Mac for some time. To purchase tones, you must go through the iOS Settings 
app. Go to Settings > Sounds (or Sounds & Haptics), and tap a tone, such as Ringtone. Then, under Store, tap Tones (iOS 10) or Tone Store (iOS 
11).

One Small Step for Internet Radio -- Internet radio — real-world radio stations streaming over the Internet, not to be confused with Apple 
Music Radio — has been around for a long time.

In iTunes 12.7, Apple has moved the Internet 
Radio option from the Media Picker to the sidebar, 
which probably streamlines access. Tomato, 
tomahto.

Bulldozing the iOS App Store -- The above 
changes pale in comparison to Apple’s removal of 
the iOS App Store from iTunes 12.7. You can no 
longer download or purchase iOS apps from iTunes 
on your Mac; you can no longer manage a library of 
apps on your Mac; and — most problematic — you 
can no longer sync apps from your Mac to your iPhone or iPad.

I would wager that most iOS users don’t use iTunes for anything related to iOS — not even for backups. It’s not like in the early days of the 
iPhone when iTunes was necessary for activation and updating iOS. Even so, this change is problematic for users who rely on their apps being 
available locally.

Take, for example, a family with four iOS devices. One person may manage all the devices from a Mac, downloading apps to iTunes and syncing 
them to the devices. This approach is especially useful in areas where Internet access is slow or has a data cap.

Some people store large iOS apps on a Mac to keep them handy for syncing to an iOS device, but without having them consume space on the 
iOS device at all times. An example would be a game you play only occasionally. (If this is you, check out a new iOS 11 feature, in Settings > iTunes 
& App Stores, that lets iOS offload apps while retaining their settings and data. This feature won’t solve the problem of limited bandwidth or the 
annoyance of waiting for a download, but it will help some users.)

But there is another more serious consequence. Have you ever had to restore your iPhone or iPad from scratch? Some problems do require a full 
wipe and restore. If this happens to you, and you have backed up to iTunes, you can restore much of the device’s content from this iTunes backup, 
potentially saving hours of downloading time over an iCloud backup.

With iTunes 12.7, even if you’ve made an iTunes backup, the process is guaranteed to take much longer than before, likely hours instead of 
minutes, because each app will have to download anew. A couple of years ago, I had only about 2 Mbps download bandwidth, and if I needed to 
restore all the apps on my iPhone from iCloud, I had to run it overnight.

Another problem with removing iOS apps affects app developers and how people like to download new apps. Imagine that you see an article 
about an iOS app on a site like TidBITS on your Mac and click a link to load the developer’s Web site, where you read more about the app and 
decide to buy it. This everyday action happens so often that Apple has provided developers with “Download on the App Store” buttons. Previously, 
if you clicked one of these buttons, iTunes would launch, and if you clicked Get or Buy, you’d download the app to your Mac, after which you 
could sync the app to your iOS device or have it automatically download there as well.

This is no longer the case. Now those Web buttons redirect to iTunes, which sends you to a Web page showing information about the app; 
it’s the same information you would see on the App Store, just formatted differently. But you can’t purchase the app. You’ll have to copy and paste 
the page’s URL to your iOS device in some fashion and tap it there to load the app in the App Store.

Apple’s decision to remove the iOS App Store from iTunes is perplexing. On the one hand, it would make sense to remove app syncing from 
iTunes if Apple were to remove all syncing and create a separate app to sync content — it could be called iSync. But Apple didn’t do that. And 
while I’m sure only a small percentage of people sync anything from iTunes anymore, this change is painful for those who do sync apps. (A small 
percentage of a billion users is still a lot of people.)

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208029
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208029
https://www.kirkville.com/how-developers-will-suffer-from-the-removal-of-the-app-store-from-itunes/
https://www.kirkville.com/how-developers-will-suffer-from-the-removal-of-the-app-store-from-itunes/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISync
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISync
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Removing the ability to purchase apps from iTunes on a computer is even more confusing because it cuts out an important way that many 

developers send customers to the App Store and will make these developers unhappy. Perhaps Apple’s long-term intention is to move iOS apps into 
the Mac App Store, which could allow Mac users to purchase iOS apps even if they cannot download them locally. But if this is the case, why didn’t 
Apple do so immediately?

Sync Workarounds -- While you 
cannot automatically sync apps or tones 
from iTunes to an iOS device, there is a 
workaround. When you connect an iOS 
device to iTunes, click it in the iTunes 
navigation bar and then look in the sidebar 
for the On My Device section. You can 
copy an app or tone from a folder on your 
Mac to your device by dragging it to that 
section.

So, you can still create custom ringtones 
and alert tones, but you must use this 
kludge to copy them to your device. In 
fact, you can also use this trick to copy apps 
to your device! Unfortunately, since you 
can’t download new apps or updates to 
existing apps to your computer anymore, 
this workaround won’t be useful for long. 
(See Apple’s tech note for more 
information.)

Note that your apps will still be on your 
Mac, even if you don’t see them in iTunes. To see them, go to the ~/Music/iTunes/iTunes Media/Mobile Applications folder in your home folder. 
You can delete this folder, if you plan to download apps to your iOS devices in the future, or leave the folder there if you want to copy any apps to 
your iPhone or iPad manually. The folder might be 
pretty big, so deleting it could give you back a fair 
amount of drive space.

New Apple Music Feature -- Despite removing all 
these longstanding capabilities, iTunes 12.7 does 
introduce one major new Apple Music feature. In iOS 
11 and macOS 10.13 High Sierra, you can 
share what you listen to on Apple Music with 
your friends, and see what they’ve been listening 
to, starting via a prompt on the For You screen.

This feature is partly controlled by a new 
checkbox on the iTunes General preference 
pane called Use Listening History.

It’s a little unclear how this social sharing of 
music will work, but once iOS 11 and iTunes 
12.7 are more widely installed, it should 
become more obvious.

Summing Up -- In the end, Apple has made 
a big mistake in removing the App Store from 
iTunes 12.7. Apple seems to think that 
everyone has unlimited high-speed broadband; 
not only is this not the case across many parts of 
the United States, particularly in rural areas, but 
in many countries “broadband” doesn’t exist. Even in developed countries, users may have usage caps on their Internet service or be charged 
exorbitant overage fees.

Further, this move strikes me as being bad for developers, despite Apple’s constant claims of support. I have no way of knowing what percentage of 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201593
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201593
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apps are purchased through iTunes on the Mac, but it’s non-zero — TidBITS publisher Adam Engst said that he finds and buys iOS apps 
exclusively on his Mac. Anecdotally, I’ve heard from a lot of people who prefer finding iOS apps via Google searches or browsing the App Store on a 
Mac rather than on an iPhone’s tiny screen. So removing the App Store from iTunes will hurt both the Mac user experience and developer revenues.

But for better or worse, this is where we are today. iTunes 12.7, as Apple says in its release notes, “focuses on music, movies, TV shows, and 
audiobooks.” That may be true, but the loss of local syncing options for iTunes-related content has thoroughly confused matters.

I think the best solution for users and developers alike would be for Apple to update the App Store app on the Mac to allow browsing and 
purchasing of iOS apps as well as Mac apps. Then Apple could move the syncing capabilities of iTunes into a standalone iSync app that would let 
those without high-speed Internet access manage their iOS devices from a Mac.

DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The September 2017 Meeting
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macOS 10.13 High Sierra Now Available: When Should You Upgrade?
by Adam C. Engst

Apple has now released macOS 10.13 High Sierra via the Mac App Store for Macs running at least OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion, going back to the 
MacBook and iMac from late 2009 and the MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac mini, and Mac Pro from 2010. (These are the same hardware 
requirements as for 10.12 Sierra.) As we 
noted at the very start of our WWDC 
coverage in “Tripping to macOS 10.13 
High Sierra” (5 June 2017), High Sierra is 
one of Apple’s smaller upgrades in the recent 
“tick, tock” of operating systems, including 
Leopard/Snow Leopard, Lion/Mountain 
Lion, Yosemite/El Capitan, and now 
Sierra/High Sierra.

However, as much as High Sierra has relatively few user-facing changes and new features, Apple is using the release to make some huge updates 
under the hood. High Sierra automatically converts Macs with SSDs to the new APFS file system (see “What Apple’s Forthcoming APFS File 
System Means to You,” 24 June 2016) and uses the new HEVC and HEIF formats for videos and photos (see “HEVC and HEIF Will Make 
Video and Photos More Efficient,” 30 June 2017). These infrastructural changes should modernize the Mac’s underpinnings, improve 
performance, reduce storage needs, and pave the way for future improvements.

The significance of those changes raises the question: when should you upgrade your Mac to High Sierra? With iOS, and even more so with 
watchOS and tvOS, we generally trust Apple enough to upgrade quickly, in large part because the company exercises such control over those 
operating systems that they can’t vary much. Plus, frankly, problems with an Apple Watch or Apple TV aren’t likely to impact your life much.

On a Mac, though, there are innumerable opportunities to stray from the straight and narrow, and many users do. If developers follow Apple’s 
rules, and if Apple did its due diligence during beta testing, there should be no problem with upgrading to High Sierra. But there’s no way to know if 
the hardware and software on your Mac meet Apple’s specs, or if Apple was able to test your particular configuration. That doesn’t mean anyone 
failed to do their jobs right; it’s just a fact. Add that to the fact that many of us rely heavily on our Macs to get our jobs done, and the upgrade 
question becomes all the more important.

Happily, if you follow Joe Kissell’s advice in “Take Control of Upgrading to High Sierra” and make a bootable duplicate right before upgrading, 
you have nothing to lose except perhaps time. That’s because, in the worst case scenario, you can always reformat your Mac’s boot drive and restore 
from your bootable duplicate. Joe has released the 1.1 version of his book now, and it includes instructions for downgrading if necessary.

That said, there’s no harm in waiting, and High Sierra doesn’t have so many features as to make the upgrade immediately compelling (for an 
in-depth guide to what’s new, and much more, see Scholle McFarland’s “Take Control of High Sierra”). If you fall into one of three main groups 
of users, we recommend holding off on High Sierra for at least a few weeks, or until 10.13.1 comes out with the usual bevy of bug fixes:
• If you can’t spare the time to deal with unanticipated problems. That’s true if you’re upgrading your own Mac or if you’re upgrading the Macs of 

users who you support (see “Important High Sierra Changes for IT Admins,” 11 September 2017).
• If you’re uncomfortable with the tasks involved with downgrading despite Joe’s advice.
• If some piece of software you rely on is incompatible with High Sierra. Developers are releasing updates, but older versions of apps may experience 

problems.
Users of one particular class of software should delay upgrades: those who rely on disk utilities that haven’t yet been upgraded to be compatible 

with APFS. You really don’t want to let an old disk utility touch an APFS-formatted drive. That could also be true of backup software. Although the 
developers of Carbon Copy Cloner and Mac Backup Guru have said that they’re ready for APFS, the developers behind SuperDuper have 
expressed more worry due to minimal documentation from Apple (nonetheless, SuperDuper 3.0B1 is available for testing).

If you do upgrade to High Sierra, make sure to maintain a Time Machine backup, since Apple has undoubtedly used its internal knowledge about 
APFS to update Time Machine as necessary. Up-to-date backups protect you from a multitude of evils.
Now, despite these words of caution, if you’ll excuse me, I need to finish going through Joe’s checklists so I can upgrade my main 
iMac.

Macs & macOS
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Important High Sierra Changes for IT Admins

by Adam C. Engst
For most individual users, upgrading to macOS 10.13 High Sierra won’t require much more than going through the steps in Joe Kissell’s “Take 

Control of Upgrading to High Sierra.” But for those of you who manage Macs for an organization (or are just interested in how things work 
behind the scenes), there are some important changes that you should know.

First, I want to reiterate that our recommendation for High Sierra is that most everyday Mac users don’t upgrade immediately, but instead wait for 
10.13.1 or even 10.13.2. Although we’re not hearing of major software compatibility issues, the move to APFS is a very big deal, and it’s entirely 
possible that some problematic scenarios won’t have been anticipated by Apple or revealed by the public beta test. There’s no penalty for caution, and 
be absolutely certain that Macs are backed up before upgrading them once Apple’s initial bug fixes are out.

Firmware Updates via the Cloud -- With High Sierra, Apple is re-emphasizing how Macs get firmware updates over the Internet. The 
company claims you must be connected to the Internet when upgrading macOS, and the macOS Installer uses the model number of your Mac to 
identify and download a firmware update specific to that Mac to enable it to recognize APFS. This requirement has various implications:
• Only the macOS Installer can download and install firmware updates. This isn’t new, but is more important because of APFS.
• You cannot install High Sierra on a Mac that’s connected via Target Disk Mode.
• Firmware updates can’t be done on external devices connected via Thunderbolt, USB, or Firewire.

You can install High Sierra via the macOS Installer, by creating a bootable installer, from within macOS Recovery, and via a NetInstall image 
created by System Image Utility (available with macOS Server).

More generally, this new approach to firmware updates means that you can’t use monolithic system imaging to upgrade a Mac to a new version of 
macOS.

Monolithic System Imaging Changes -- Historically, many organizations have long relied on imaging as a way of setting up new Macs. Imaging, 
or more specifically, monolithic system imaging, involves creating a disk image of the canonical Mac, complete with site-specific settings and apps, 
and then restoring that image onto the boot drive of a new Mac. Periodically, that monolithic image would be updated for new versions of macOS 
and apps, and then used going forward for new Macs and clean reinstalls.

Apple is now explicitly warning against using monolithic 
system imaging when upgrading or updating macOS High 
Sierra. Without the macOS Installer being able to download 
necessary firmware updates during installation, any given Mac 
could end up in an unsupported and potentially unstable state.

That said, you may still use monolithic system imaging to 
reinstall the same version of macOS on a particular Mac model. For instance, if you have a lab of identical 27-inch iMacs, there’s no problem with 
using a monolithic system image to restore them to a clean state after a workshop.

Of course, High Sierra also brings with it the new APFS file system, and Apple recommends using only Disk Utility, System Image Utility, or the 
diskutil command to create images of APFS containers. Also, if you’re using macOS Server to restore client computers with flash storage via a 
NetRestore image, Apple recommends creating the image source from a Mac running High Sierra connected via Target Disk Mode, rather than 
from the macOS Installer.

The recommended way to deploy new Macs and handle updates is via a Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution, such as Jamf Pro or 
Jamf Now. With a managed Mac, admins can issue MDM commands to download and install updates.

Speaking of Jamf Pro, Jamf tells me that the just-released version 9.101 has full compatibility with High Sierra, iOS 11, and tvOS 11 (as does Jamf 
Now), and it includes new features for Apple’s latest MDM capabilities on the Mac, including:

Zero-touch provisioning of Macs with APFS
Support for Cisco Fast Lane QoS support for apps
The capability to defer software updates for up to 90 days
APFS-related Changes -- Apple’s new APFS file system is a significant change for Macs, although the fact that it has been successfully installed on 

hundreds of millions of iOS devices (running iOS 10.3), Apple Watches, and Apple TVs suggests that Apple has the conversion process under 
control. Nevertheless, the Mac world is far more variable, and there are a few implications that IT admins should know:

The macOS Installer automatically converts the drives of SSD-based Macs to APFS during installation of High Sierra. You cannot opt out of APFS 
in this situation.

Macs with hard disk drives and Fusion Drives are not automatically converted to APFS during the High Sierra upgrade. I anticipate that will 
change at a later date. You can convert them manually using Edit > Convert to APFS in Disk Utility, although there’s no inherent reason to do so 
immediately.

https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/high-sierra-upgrading?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/high-sierra-upgrading?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/high-sierra-upgrading?pt=TIDBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/high-sierra-upgrading?pt=TIDBITS
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201372
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201372
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204904
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204904
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208020
https://www.jamf.com/products/jamf-pro/
https://www.jamf.com/products/jamf-pro/
https://www.jamf.com/products/jamf-now/
https://www.jamf.com/products/jamf-now/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208018
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208018
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their website and see past and 
current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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watchOS 
Apple Watch Series 3 Goes Cellular

by Julio Ojeda-Zapata and Adam C. Engst
Apple Watch fans, the rumors were spot on: the new Apple Watch Series 3 will indeed have built-in cellular capabilities for standalone Internet 

connectivity without an iPhone nearby. Or rather, one model will; you can still get a Series 3 that’s limited to GPS connectivity when it’s away from 
its paired iPhone.

Other hardware changes in the Series 3 include a faster dual-core processor, a barometric altimeter to 
measure relative elevation, and a garish red dot on the cellular model’s digital crown — if you don’t like it, you 
can cover it up with WatchDots.

Software improvements are on tap as well. The new watchOS 4, due 19 September 2017, will bring with it 
an improved Heart Rate app and, for those with the cellular model of the Series 3, the option to stream the 
full Apple Music catalog right from your wrist — with no iPhone involved.

The capabilities of watchOS 4 have been well documented for the most part (see “watchOS 4 Focuses on 
Fun and Fundamentals,” 5 June 2017), but the new Heart Rate app is a surprise. Not only can it display 
your heart rate as a complication on the watch face, it can even warn you of an alarmingly high heart rate or 
the onset of atrial fibrillation (which we already knew it could do in theory, see “Apple Watch Can Detect 
Abnormal Heart Rhythms,” 12 May 2017).

More About Cellular -- It’s no shock that Apple built cellular access into the Apple Watch Series 3 given that competing smartwatch makers have 
been doing so for a while now.

The details of Apple’s implementation are technologically impressive, though. To start, Apple combined the Series 3’s LTE and UMTS cellular 
radio with a display that doubles as an antenna, along with an “eSIM” that is about one-hundredth the size of a standard SIM card. Apple says that 
the watch can be activated over the air on its own.

For convenience, the Series 3 will use the same phone number as its iPhone companion, but it won’t be free. AppleInsider reports that AT&T, 
T-Mobile, and Verizon will all be charging $10 per month for watch connectivity after a three-month trial. In all cases, the data used by the Apple 
Watch comes from the same bucket as its associated iPhone. AT&T notes that the Series 3 can receive iMessage messages, but not SMS text 
messages.

The implication of Apple’s demo was that anything the Apple Watch can do via 
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi while connected to its iPhone, it can do while untethered via 
cellular: phone calls, messaging, Siri, calendar notifications, and more. Apple demoed 
making a live phone call to an Apple employee who was on a standup paddleboard in 
the middle of a large body of water — she managed to have a coherent conversation 
that sounded remarkably good, all without falling.

Third-Gen Hardware -- The Series 3 watches boast a third-generation hardware 
architecture that includes that faster dual-core processor, which will allow for faster app 
launches and smoother graphics performance, both of which have been an issue for 
those with older models.

The new hardware allows for other enhancements. Siri can now speak, for instance, via a built-in speaker. And the Series 3 has an all-new W2 
wireless chip to make Wi-Fi up to 85 percent speedier. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth power efficiency is 50 percent better, too. These hardware changes 
increase the Series 3’s size only marginally, making the back crystal slightly thicker.

That new barometric altimeter looks to come in handy for a wide variety of workouts, from running and bicycling to clambering up stairways. 
The sensor will register elevation gained and flights climbed during physical activity.

Despite the new cellular capabilities and new hardware, Apple claims to have maintained good battery life, promising up to 18 hours with mixed 
telecom uses, although a 1-hour phone call may drain it entirely. We’ll see how it performs in the real world, particularly in areas where cellular 
service is spotty, since searching for connectivity is notoriously power-draining.

The only non-obvious difference we’ve found between the cellular and GPS-only models is that the cellular models have 16 GB of storage, while 
the GPS-only models have only 8 GB.

Bands and Cases and Models, Oh My! -- Although Apple has lately focused the Apple Watch on fitness rather than fashion, the company 
continues to tweak its look. There’s a new ceramic gray finish in the $1299 Apple Watch Edition Series 3, and the stainless steel Apple Watch 

https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-3/
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-3/
http://watchdots.com/
http://watchdots.com/
http://tidbits.com/article/17275
http://tidbits.com/article/17275
http://tidbits.com/article/17275
http://tidbits.com/article/17275
http://tidbits.com/article/17224
http://tidbits.com/article/17224
http://tidbits.com/article/17224
http://tidbits.com/article/17224
http://appleinsider.com/articles/17/09/12/att-verizon-will-charge-10-per-month-for-apple-watch-series-3-with-cellular-data-plans
http://appleinsider.com/articles/17/09/12/att-verizon-will-charge-10-per-month-for-apple-watch-series-3-with-cellular-data-plans
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Hermès Series 3 ranges from $1149 to $1399.

For the rest of us, Apple has introduced a variety of new bands, and there are new colors for 
the Apple Watch Nike+ Series 3. It’s all quite dizzying.

That said, you can buy an Apple Watch Series 3 without cellular capabilities for $329, or one 
that has them for $399. The Apple Watch Series 2 is gone, but the Series 1 remains in the 
lineup for $249. It has a slower processor, dimmer screen, and no standalone GPS capabilities. 
You can place an order for a new Series 3 now, and it becomes generally available on 22 
September 2017.

Overall, the Apple Watch Series 3 looks to be a solid upgrade in both the cellular and 
non-cellular models. We can imagine someone upgrading from a Series 1 or Series 2 to the 
cellular Series 3, but the other Series 3 changes don’t seem significant enough to warrant 
replacing an older Apple Watch. For new buyers, though, the Series 3 offers compelling enhancements over the Series 1, which stays in the lineup as 
a low-cost option.

One final interesting fact: Apple claims that the Apple Watch is now the number one watch in the world, selling more than all products from 
Rolex, which posted revenues of $4.7 billion in 2016. Apple Watch revenues may not match up to those of the iPhone in Apple’s product mix, but 
it’s clearly doing well enough.

watchOS 4: The TidBITS Review ⭐⭐⭐⭐
by Adam C. Engst

Apple has released watchOS 4, the latest version of the company’s wrist-based operating system. I’ve been using it for some time now, and while it 
works well and is worth upgrading to, it’s not world-changing.

watchOS 4 requires iOS 11, so you’ll need to upgrade your iPhone first. The only catch there is that Apple won’t let you install iOS 11 on an 
iPhone 5 or 5c. If you’re using one of those iPhones with your Apple Watch, you’ll need to stick with watchOS 3.

When you’re ready to upgrade, remember that your Apple Watch needs to be charged to at least 50 percent and in its charger, and your iPhone 
needs to be within Bluetooth range of the watch and connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi. Make sure you won’t want to use the watch or your 
iPhone for an hour or two because watchOS upgrades take a surprisingly long time to download and install. Some people have reported even longer 
installation times.

The release notes Apple provides when you upgrade do a good job of listing all the changes, and I recommend you read through them (we always 
take screenshots to make them easy to refer to later, given that Apple isn’t always good about providing the information for reference). That said, not 
all of watchOS 4’s new features are entirely successful.

Shortly after the initial publication of this article, Josh and I started talking about the role of reviews in today’s world. Historically, technology 
reviews were designed to help readers decide whether or not to make a purchase, and to an extent, they still serve that purpose with hardware.

But what about free operating systems, particularly those you can’t (or shouldn’t) avoid getting due to necessary security improvements? In that 
situation, we’re thinking that the utility of a review is to help set reader expectations. According to Apple’s marketing team, everything the company 
does is fabulous. But in the real world, we all know that some features, and some operating system versions, are better than others.

So we’re going to do a little evaluation in this article and others, both of individual features and the release as a whole. As with our reader surveys, 
we’ll use a five-point scale, which we’ll translate into stars embedded in the title and headings:

⭐ Avoid it

⭐⭐ Works, but has flaws

⭐⭐⭐ Solid performer

⭐⭐⭐⭐ Very good

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐   Can’t live without it

Siri Watch Face Isn’t Great ⭐⭐ -- I was most intrigued by watchOS 4’s new Siri watch face, which promises to “intelligently update 
information based on time of day, location, and daily routines.” While it’s not terrible, I didn’t find it compelling. I do like the way it pops up the 
Now Playing interface when I have audio playing on my iPhone. The problem is that Siri has relatively few data sources, which you can thankfully 
control in the Watch app on the iPhone (tap the Siri face under My Faces).

When I look at my wrist, I generally see Up Next cards detailing my next event or two, an upcoming reminder, the sunrise and sunset times, a 
news headline, and the latest S&P 500 stock ticker. Getting to all those requires scrolling on the screen or with the digital crown, and it always ends 
with Tomorrow cards showing how many events I have tomorrow and tomorrow’s weather. You can also scroll up for All-Day, which shows 

https://www.apple.com/watch/compare/
https://www.apple.com/watch/compare/
https://www.apple.com/watch/compare/
https://www.apple.com/watch/compare/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208071
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208071
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unscheduled events, past reminders, and current weather conditions.

The problem is that I don’t care about sunrise and sunset times (the sun 
will do what the sun will do), I’m uninterested in the stock market’s 
intraday movements (we invest for the long term, rather than day trading), 
and I actively avoid news headlines because they make my stomach hurt. 
When I turn off the News and Stocks data sources (the sunrise and sunset 
times come from the Weather app, and I do like the current and future 
weather data), Siri replaces those cards with photos that my eyes aren’t 
good enough to see on the tiny Apple Watch screen. When I turn off the 
Photos data source, I’m down to calendars and weather, and that I can get on the Modular watch face. And while there are data sources for Breathe 
and Workouts, my autonomic nervous system has the whole breathing thing down, and I use a far more capable Garmin Forerunner 620 as my 
sports watch for enabling and tracking workouts.

I could keep going — the News source ignores my preferred publications in News (enabling Settings > News > Restrict Stories in For You and 
following specific channels may fix this); the Siri face has space for only two tiny complications; when it runs out of data, it resorts to chirpy “Have a 
nice day, Adam!” messages; and it doesn’t look like Apple will allow independent apps to appear as data sources, so there’s no chance you could use it 
as a custom dashboard. It’s easy to switch faces, so I’ll see if the Siri face improves, but for now I’m going back to the Modular face with a set of 
complications that provides my next event, weather, date and time, and access to the stopwatch and timer.

If you prefer form over function, watchOS 4 also features a trippy Kaleidoscope face that you can speed up with the digital crown (best viewed 
when high, I presume) and a Toy Story face with Licensed Characters™.

Fixing the Icon Cloud ⭐⭐⭐ -- One of Apple’s most egregious user 
interface mistakes with watchOS has been the app icon cloud. Putting 
oodles of circular app icons in a single scrollable screen may have sounded 
good, but it was almost completely unusable. The icons are too small, too 
similar, and lack text to differentiate among, for instance, the four nearly 
identical orange icons corresponding to Timer, Stopwatch, Alarms, and 
World Clock. It might have been usable if you had the eagle eyes and tiny 
fingers of a ten-year-old, but for adults, particularly anyone over the age of 
40, it was worthless.

watchOS 4 doesn’t eliminate the icon cloud — grid view, as Apple calls it — but when you press hard on the screen while it’s showing, you can 
now switch to list view. As you might expect, it lists your apps 
alphabetically, showing each app’s icon and name. Not exactly innovative, 
but far, far better user interface design. We can hope Apple drops the 
inscrutable icon cloud in the future.

The watchOS 4 Dock Stands Up ⭐⭐⭐⭐      -- Speaking of sensible 
design changes, watchOS 4’s Dock (press the side button) now scrolls 
vertically instead of horizontally. That fits better with using the digital 
crown to scroll, and it includes an All Apps button at the bottom that 
switches you to the app screen.

Another notable change related to the Dock is that you can now decide 
whether you want the Dock to work like a dock or like an app switcher. In 
the Watch app on the iPhone, in the Dock settings, select either Recents 
or Favorites. With Recents selected, the watchOS Dock acts just like the 
iOS app switcher, showing the apps you’ve used, most recent first and 
working backward. With Favorites selected, the Dock works like it did 
before, showing the apps you’ve specified and letting you add new ones 
that you’ve launched.

Mature Platforms Have Flashlights ⭐⭐⭐⭐ -- You know that 
watchOS has finally arrived because Apple built a flashlight in. That’s right — swipe up on the screen to show Control Center and there’s a new 
flashlight icon. Tap it and the screen turns white, and either swipe down or press one of the physical buttons to dismiss it. But that’s not all!

Swipe left on the solid white screen and you get a flashing white screen designed to make you more visible while running or biking at night. Swipe 
left again and you get to a red screen that’s easier on the eyes and that becomes the default when you’re in Theater Mode. Regardless, when you put 
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your wrist down, the light gets brighter, and when you raise your wrist to 
look at the screen, it dims to avoid shocking your eyes.

Although I haven’t tried it yet, I have to assume that running the 
flashlight for any amount of time will drain your battery pretty quickly.

More Fitness Encouragement and Options ⭐⭐⭐ -- As a 
competitive athlete, I’m not really qualified to comment on watchOS 4’s 
changes to the Activity and Workout apps since I presume they’re aimed 
at normal people who do normal things for fitness. (I do nutty things like 
run hill repeats and complicated track workouts, and I keep up with my 
athletic friends on Strava — none of which Apple’s watch apps can handle.)

That said, the Activity app is reportedly more chatty and will make suggestions in the morning that are supposed to inspire you to work out, 
although I’ve heard from multiple people who find this condescending. It will also encourage you in the evening if you’re close to closing a ring. And 
it gets excited if you hit important milestones like closing your rings. It’s good to have the approval of your digital devices.

Apple put effort into making the Workout app easier to use, so you can start a workout with a single tap and even switch to a different workout 
type in the middle so you get multi-workout analysis at the end. Music controls are readily accessible during the workout too. Those with a Series 1 
or later (not the original Apple Watch) can have a playlist start automatically along with a workout.

Swimmers with an Apple Watch Series 2 or 3 can now track sets and rests, pace for each set, and distance for each stroke type. Everyone can use a 
new High Intensity Interval Training workout type that supposedly has more accurate calorie tracking. In the Watch app, in General > Do Not 
Disturb, you can flip a switch so you don’t get notifications while in a workout. Users of the cellular-capable Series 3 should enable this option.

Finally, Apple says that the Apple Watch can now connect with some gym equipment like ellipticals and indoor bikes so it and the machine can 
share data. Look for an NFC icon on the machine, and tap it with your watch. Or so I’m told — I’m a fan of the actual outdoors.

The Heart Rate app is much expanded, with a graph showing your all-day heart rate. If you have a Series 1 or later, there are additional 
measurements and graphs for resting rate, walking average, workout average and high, recovery time, and sessions in the Breathe app. Apple says that 
just the resting rate requires a Series 1 or later, but I’m not seeing any of 
the others with my original Apple Watch either. There’s also a new Heart 
Rate complication, which shows your most recent heart rate if you put it 
in a larger slot.

More important, and I recommend that everyone give this a try (I just 
learned about it) is the option to be notified if your heart rate rises above a 
specified threshold while you seem to be inactive for a 10-minute period. 
To do so, go to My Watch > Notifications > Heart Rate in the Watch 
app and enable Elevated Heart Rate. In other words, is your heart racing 
for no good reason? I wouldn’t treat its data as gospel, but if it keeps going 
off, it’s worth asking your doctor about.

Multiple Playlists on Your Wrist ⭐⭐⭐⭐ -- Here’s a big win. 
Previously, you could sync only a single playlist to your Apple Watch, 
which was, shall we say, limiting. Now, in the Watch app on your 
iPhone, in the Music settings, you can select multiple playlists and 
individual albums to sync. Syncing is still slow, alas.

Apple Music subscribers can also sync their algorithmically created 
favorites mixes — I have Heavy Rotation, Favorites Mix, and Chill Mix. 
You’ll be prompted to add these when you open the iOS 11 Music app 
if your iPhone is signed into Apple Music.

Repeat Timers ⭐⭐⭐⭐   -- I use timers on the Apple Watch a lot 
while cooking and sometimes while working out, and I’ve often found 
myself wanting to restart a timer for the same amount of time. That’s 
now easy with a Repeat button that appears when a timer ends. You can 
also now more easily create timers for arbitrary numbers of seconds.

It would be nice if you could set timers to repeat automatically, such 
as for interval sets. There are undoubtedly multiple independent apps 
for that (and if you have one you like, let me know).
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Other Changes ⭐⭐⭐ -- There are other minor changes, most of which probably won’t change your Apple Watch experience.

• The News app provides summaries of Top Stories that you can save for later reading on the iPhone. It feels like a feature aimed at interrupting 
you.

• There are supposedly compose and swipe gestures in Mail. I can’t imagine anyone doing anything real with Mail on the Apple Watch, regardless 
of the gestures.

• The Phone app now has a keypad for dialing. Helpful, I suppose, for those Apple Watch Series 3 users who might be separated from their 
iPhones but are listening to Tommy Tutone in Apple Music and want to see what happens when they dial 867-5309 for Jenny.

• There are now watch face complications for Siri, News, Heart Rate, Now Playing, and Messages.
• The Calendar app now displays scheduling conflicts.
• Maps can display suggested and recent locations.
• Smart replies now use contacts and locations.
• Those using German as their language now have scribble support. Das ist gut!

Upgrading Questions -- Should you upgrade? Yes. Although not all the changes in watchOS 4 are significant, enough of them improve the 
overall experience that it’s a worthwhile upgrade for all Apple Watch users. It is interesting to see that the original Apple Watch models can’t take 
advantage of all features, but the missing capabilities are relatively minor, and I haven’t seen unacceptable performance problems in everyday use on 
my original Apple Watch.

Should you wait to upgrade? Yes and no. You’ll need iOS 11 first, and it might be worth waiting a few days or so before making that leap, but 
once you’re running iOS 11 on your Apple Watch’s companion iPhone, there’s no reason to hold off on watchOS 4.

Do you have other questions? If so, ask them in the comments and I’ll see if I can provide answers!

tvOS 
Apple TV Finally Enters the 4K Realm, but It Will Cost You

by Josh Centers
Years after being beat to the punch by Amazon, Google, Roku, and every other company that makes a streaming TV box, Apple is finally 

releasing the Apple TV 4K. It became available for pre-order on 15 September 2017 and will ship on 22 September 2017. Pricing will be $179 for 
32 GB and $199 for 64 GB.

The Apple TV 4K will output video at 2160p resolution, with Dolby Vision and HDR 10 — two competing standards for High Dynamic 
Range video. Outside of better quality video, don’t expect much in the way of improvements. The new A10X Fusion chip, Gigabit Ethernet port, 
simultaneous dual-band Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth 5.0 support are nice additions, but they’re not game-changing. Interestingly, Apple’s specs page 
doesn’t mention or show a USB-C port on the Apple TV 4K, which makes me wonder how 
developers are supposed to interact with it.

But wait, what about improvements to the Siri Remote (for some of the main complaints, see 
“Wrangling the Siri Remote,” 14 April 2016)? Don’t worry; Apple didn’t forget about it — the 
company’s crack industrial designers added a white circle around the Menu button!

Frankly, this hardware upgrade is a colossal disappointment. The fourth-generation Apple TV 
was already behind the curve when Apple launched it without 4K in 2015, and now that it has 
caught up with the competition, it’s still about $100 more expensive than comparable devices.

Don’t believe me? The Roku 4 sells for $79.99 — $100 less than the basic Apple TV 4K. 
Google’s Chromecast Ultra is $69. When the second-generation Amazon Fire TV was available, 
it was only about $90 (the third-generation model is reportedly on the way, which explains why 
you can’t buy the second-generation model). I think the Apple TV 4K will still be the best of the 
lot, but it’s hard to justify double the asking price (or more!) of the others.

The pricing of the Apple TV 4K is insulting. Apple is keeping the old fourth-generation Apple TV for sale, but it still costs $149 for 32 GB of 
storage. The Apple TV 4K starts at $179 for 32 GB, and you can opt for a 64 GB model for a whopping $199. Why anyone would invest in more 
Apple TV storage, I don’t know, and Apple has never adequately explained why it’s even an option.

Worse, 4K itself is largely a gimmick. You need an enormous screen that supports 4K to appreciate the higher resolution, although I’m sure 
the Apple TV’s interface elements will look much nicer all around in 4K. The larger story here is support for HDR, which I can attest makes a big 
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difference, providing far more vibrant colors than traditional color on TV screens. But unfortunately, the HDMI ports of many televisions do not 
support an HDR signal. For instance, my 2015 Sony supports HDR, but only via Android apps that run on the TV itself. That’s because its 
HDMI ports are HDMI 2.0, not HDMI 2.0a, which is the minimum requirement to transmit an HDR signal (HDMI 2.1, of course, also 
supports HDR).

(The messiness of the HDMI specification is one reason why I wish Apple would make an actual TV set. I had to buy an HDMI-CEC–
equipped television to test the fourth-generation Apple TV, and now I would have to buy yet another to try out HDR on an Apple TV 4K. 
Unfortunately, a lot of people will pay a premium for the Apple TV 4K and not see much benefit from it. But I digress.)

On the content front, the news is more interesting. Apple said that 4K movies would soon be available from the iTunes Store for the same price as 
HD movies and that the company will upgrade your existing HD iTunes movies to 4K HDR for no additional charge! In fact, it’s already 
happening ahead of the Apple TV 4K’s arrival — see “HDR Movies Now Available for 2017 iPad Pro Tablets” (16 September 2017). (Perhaps 
Hollywood studios are getting a cut of the Apple TV hardware sales?)

Apple announced a few new features coming to the TV app that hadn’t been 
mentioned before, specifically support for live sports and news. Sports will have 
its own tab inside the TV app, and the app can notify you if your favorite team is 
playing, or if the score is tight. You’ll also be able to see thumbnails of other 
games with scores and time remaining. Apple is launching the TV app in seven 
additional countries by the end of the year, including Canada and Australia later 
this month.

Apple said nothing about when it would release tvOS 11 to those with existing 
fourth-generation Apple TV units, but I’m betting that it will ship with the iOS 
11 and watchOS 4 updates on 19 September 2017. For more on what is 
promising to be an underwhelming update, see “What’s Coming in tvOS 11” 
(15 June 2017).

And for those wondering, yes, Joe Kissell and I have agreed to update my 
“Take Control of Apple TV” book with the minor improvements coming in 
tvOS 11 sometime later this year. Thanks so much to everyone who has bought 
a copy over the years!

tvOS 11: The TidBITS Review ⭐⭐⭐
by Josh Centers

tvOS 11 is here, but if you read my article “What’s Coming in tvOS 11” (15 June 2017), you probably haven’t been champing at the bit for it. 
It’s the least consequential major software update I can remember from Apple, but you should install it regardless for continued software support, 
plus a few welcome improvements. So if you haven’t already, navigate to Settings > System > Software Updates > Update Software to upgrade to 
tvOS 11.

(Before someone asks, no, tvOS 11 is not available for the first-, second-, or third-generation Apple TV. It is compatible only with the 
fourth-generation Apple TV and the new Apple TV 4K.)

As an indication of how minor tvOS 11 is, you probably won’t notice anything different after you install it! So let me point out what’s new. But 
first, I should explain our stars.

With free operating system upgrades, particularly those you can’t (or shouldn’t) avoid getting due to necessary security improvements, the utility 
of a review is to help set reader expectations — there’s no buying decision to make. According to Apple’s marketing team, everything the company 
does is fabulous. But in the real world, we all know that some features, and some operating system versions, are better than others.

So we’re going to do a little evaluation in this article and others, both of individual features and the release as a whole. As with our reader surveys, 
we’ll use a five-point scale, which we’ll translate into stars embedded in the title and headings:

⭐ Avoid it

⭐⭐ Works, but has flaws

⭐⭐⭐ Solid performer

⭐⭐⭐⭐ Very good

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Can’t live without it

Automatic Appearance Switching ⭐⭐⭐  -- The original color scheme for tvOS was Jony Ive Blinding White, a white so bright, so intense, 
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that it would burn your eyes if you stared into it for more than a few seconds. (Another use for eclipse glasses!) But thanks to what must have been a 
legendary battle among Apple’s design team, our scorched retinas were granted the reprieve of a dark mode in tvOS 10 (see “tvOS 10 Adds Dark 
Mode and More,” 13 September 2016). Those of us who could still see immediately switched to it.

In tvOS 11, you can automatically switch between dark and light modes based on the time of day. Visit Settings > General > Appearance and 
select Automatic.

One Home Screen (To rule them all?) ⭐⭐⭐ -- There has been no way to back up or sync an Apple TV, should you get a new one, have 
more than one, or need to reset it entirely. tvOS 11 moves in that direction with the new One Home Screen feature, which syncs your Home screen 
between Apple TVs via iCloud.

One Home Screen is enabled by default. To turn it off, go to Settings > Accounts > iCloud, and turn off One Home Screen.
I can’t test this feature, since like 99 percent of Apple TV owners, I have only a single tvOS-equipped Apple TV, but if it works as advertised, it 

might encourage users to purchase additional units for other rooms that are also outfitted with TVs.

Right-to-Left Language Support ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐   -- Here’s another new tvOS 11 feature I can’t test properly, limited as my brain currently is to 
languages that are written left-to-right. However, if you prefer to use your devices in a right-to-left language like Arabic or Hebrew, you now can.

I set my Apple TV to Hebrew to try it out. Interestingly, it 
flips the entire interface around! Hebrew support is sort of 
haphazard — some parts of the interface were in Hebrew, but 
most of it was still English. The YouTube app was largely 
Hebrew, but Netflix was all English.

AirPlay and AirPlay 2 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ -- AirPlay 2, which is 
a core technology in the upcoming HomePod smart speaker, 
promises to improve multi-output audio streaming, make 
streaming more reliable, and reduce the severity of the 
common cold. But I’m not entirely sure if Apple has turned it 
on in tvOS 11 or not. The tvOS release notes for developers 
indicate that it is indeed part of tvOS 11, so I’m inclined to 
think that it’s there, but just not yet available to the user.

That probably doesn’t matter to you. But what is 
interesting, and leads me to think that AirPlay 2 is there in some capacity, is that you can now AirPlay content to an Apple TV without being on the 
same Wi-Fi network. Go to Settings > AirPlay > AirPlay. The default is now Everyone, and there’s now an onscreen code displayed on the Apple 
TV that you must enter on the transmitting device the first time you send something to that Apple TV.

If you leave Everyone enabled, you must enable security for AirPlay, which you can modify under Settings > AirPlay > AirPlay > Require Code. If 
you dislike having to input a code to use AirPlay, change Everyone to Anyone on the Same Network and then change Require Code to Never.

The fact that now anyone within Wi-Fi range of an Apple TV can AirPlay to it is fascinating and may have larger consequences. It certainly makes 
the Apple TV more attractive for classrooms and conference rooms, but is something IT admins will want to evaluate.

AirPods ⭐⭐⭐⭐  -- tvOS 11 finally supports AirPods properly. Thanks for getting around to that, Apple. Technically, they worked with 
tvOS before, but you had to connect them manually, like an animal. Now you can connect your AirPods just by selecting them in Settings > Audio 
and Video > Audio Output, assuming all of your iCloud stuff is set up properly.

Here’s an interesting quirk. If your AirPods are connected to the Apple TV, but in their case, audio will play back over the speakers as usual. 
However, if you flip the charging case open, audio immediately shifts to the AirPods. That’s kind of annoying, since it shouldn’t shift until you stick 
an AirPod in your ear. However, this fact is handy to know if you need to silence audio quickly, or if you’re wondering why your audio keeps 
cutting out. Don’t open and close the case repeatedly, because that can make the Apple TV go bonkers — the Netflix app grew angry with me and 
stopped video playback altogether.

Support for AirPods is an improvement, but digging through Settings isn’t convenient. tvOS needs its own Control Center.

Video Playback ⭐⭐⭐ -- tvOS 11 introduces a couple of subtle video playback tweaks, both involving two taps on the Siri Remote’s touchpad. 
Those are taps, not presses! These tricks don’t work in the iOS remote apps.

While watching a video, tap the touchpad once to see the progress bar, which shows how far you are into the video and how much time is left. 
That’s not new, but what is new is how 
with a second tap (not too fast), those 
times will switch to the current time of 
day, and the time of day when the video 
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will end — for instance, 8:32 PM and 8:34 PM, as in the screenshot below. This neat little feature helps you tell if you have time to finish your 
movie or not!

For the next trick, double-tap (quickly!) the touchpad while watching 4:3 content to zoom it to fit the width of the screen. That sounds helpful, 
but I don’t care for this zoom at all, since it makes video look worse, and it cuts off the top and bottom of the image. I worry that a lot of people will 
zoom by accident and have no idea how or what happened.

Music ⭐⭐⭐ -- There isn’t much new in the Music app. If you subscribe to Apple Music, your Chill Mix playlist is now available in the For 
You screen. Also in For You is the new social music feature of Apple Music. If you enable this feature, you’ll see music that your friends are listening 
to, whether or not they have any taste. Click your profile picture in the upper-right corner to view your public profile.

This is Apple’s 17th swing at building some sort of social networking into music. Place your bets on how long users have to ignore it before Apple 
removes it.

TV App ⭐⭐  -- The TV app, the little app that wants to be your Home screen if only Netflix would support it, sees no change in tvOS 11 at 
the moment. However, it now lacks Netflix for Apple TV users in Canada and Australia, and it will lack Netflix for those in France, Germany, 
Norway, Sweden, and the UK by the end of the year. Still, lacking Netflix is a step up from not being available at all in those countries, I suppose.

Apple has promised live news and sports features for the TV app, but those aren’t in evidence yet. Expect them before the end of the year.

Expanded Single Sign-On Support ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ -- Single Sign-On isn’t a new feature, but I want to applaud Apple for expanding support 
for it — it now even includes my obscure rural Tennessee TV company! To check for yours, go to Settings > Accounts > TV Provider.

Unfortunately, I don’t pay for a high enough tier of TV access 
to get access to many streaming apps. To see which ones you can 
use, on the aforementioned TV Provider screen, choose Find 
More Apps. It will show you all the apps included with your TV 
subscription, and all the apps that would be available if you 
stopped being such a cheapskate and upgraded your 
subscription.

Here’s a quick Single Sign-On tip. Once you’ve signed in, you 
may still see lock icons on content in supported apps. Ignore 
them. Just play the content anyway, and it should authenticate 
with your saved login.

iOS 11 Control Center Remote ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ -- The best 
new Apple TV feature isn’t in tvOS 11, but iOS 11. The new 
customizable Control Center features a built-in Apple TV 
remote! No more fishing for that slippery little Siri Remote or hunting for the Remote app. Just pull up Control Center from the Lock screen and 
you have full control over your Apple TV.

iOS 11 doesn’t include the Apple TV Remote button by 
default, so you’ll have to add it in Settings > Control Center > 
Customize Controls.

Once you’ve done that, tap the Apple TV button in Control 
Center and use the onscreen remote that appears just like the 
Apple TV Remote app. As a bonus, it seems to connect more 
quickly than Apple’s remote apps did in iOS 10 and tvOS 10.

The Verdict ⭐⭐⭐ -- There’s nothing really wrong with 
tvOS 11, but it sure is disappointing. There’s so much Apple 
could do with tvOS, but isn’t, as I discussed in “What’s Coming 
in tvOS 11” (15 June 2017).

To be fair, I have yet to encounter any bugs. In fact, tvOS 11 
could install itself and you probably would never even notice, 
which isn’t the worst thing in the world for an entertainment 
device.

Although I find the Apple TV 4K to be of questionable value for most people (see “Apple TV Finally Enters the 4K Realm, but It Will Cost 
You,” 12 September 2017), the tvOS 11 update improves the experience for existing fourth-generation Apple TV owners in small ways and is 
worth installing.
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iPhone
Apple Introduces iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, and iPhone X

by Adam C. Engst 
At Apple’s special event on 12 September 2017, the company threw back the curtain on the latest iPhone models, the iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 

Plus, which are logically next in line after last year’s iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus, and the ground-breaking iPhone X. (That’s the same Roman 
numeral X as Apple used in Mac OS X, so it’s pronounced “iPhone 10.”)

iPhone 8 and 8 Plus -- Breaking with tradition, Apple jumped directly from the 
iPhone 7 to the iPhone 8, bypassing the expected iPhone 7s. That makes sense 
because the iPhone 8 boasts a new industrial design and a few major new hardware 
features — it’s more than an enhanced iPhone 7.

Apple has returned to a mostly glass case, claiming that it’s the most durable glass 
ever used in a smartphone. We won’t be putting that to the test, but the reason for 

the glass is that the iPhone 8 
supports the Qi wireless 
c h a r g i n g s t a n d a r d 
(pronounced “chee”). 
Charging pads are available, 
and furniture retailer IKEA 
has even introduced tables 
with integrated wireless 
chargers. Apple said that next year it would release an AirPower charging mat that could charge 
an iPhone 8 or iPhone X, Apple Watch Series 3, and a set of AirPods with an optional new 
charging case. Lightning ports remain standard in the iPhone 8 so you can still plug in to 
charge.
The iPhone 8 and 8 Plus have reinforced steel innards and are sealed to provide water and dust 
resistance. The water resistance is IP67, the same as the iPhone 7. The physical sizes are nearly 
the same as the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus as well, varying only by 0.1 or 0.2 millimeters in various 
dimensions. Between the glass and the steel, however, the new models are slightly heavier, 
weighing in at 5.22 ounces (148 grams) and 7.13 ounces (202 grams), which are 10 and 14 
grams heavier, respectively.

The screens on both the 4.7-inch iPhone 8 and 5.5-inch iPhone 8 Plus sport the same basic technical specs as the previous models as well. 
However, the new iPhone displays now support Apple’s True Tone technology, which changes the brightness and color of the display based on the 
ambient light. Apple claims that the new iPhones’ speakers are 25 percent louder than the iPhone 7 and boast deeper bass.

Much has been made of ARKit, Apple’s augmented reality technology in iOS 11 (“ARKit: Augmented Reality for More Than Gaming,” 28 
July 2017). To provide the best possible experience for AR and other processor-hungry tasks, Apple has given the new iPhones a new chip, the A11 
Bionic, with a neural engine. It also has an updated M11 motion coprocessor. Apple claims that the A11 Bionic is the most powerful chip ever in a 
smartphone, with a six-core CPU that can deliver up to 70 percent better performance than the A10. The iPhone 8 also includes Apple’s first-ever 
in-house GPU, which is 30 percent faster than the previous GPU and can deliver iPhone-7-level performance at half the power. There’s also a new 
image signal processor that provides faster autofocus in low light and better pixel processing, plus hardware-enabled noise reduction.

For better photos, video, and augmented reality, Apple also improved the cameras in the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus. The rear-facing camera in the 
iPhone 8 is still 12 megapixels, but it sports a new sensor that features deeper pixels, a new color filter, and optical image stabilization. It captures 83 
percent more light and is more power efficient too. All that adds up to better color saturation, a wider dynamic range, and lower noise than the 
previous models. As we’ve noted previously, the camera captures photos in HEIF and JPEG (see “HEVC and HEIF Will Make Video and 
Photos More Efficient,” 30 June 2017).

In the iPhone 8 Plus, there are once again dual cameras, both at 12 megapixels. One has an f/1.8 aperture, and the other is f/2.8. Again, those are 
the same basic numbers as the iPhone 7 Plus, but with the new sensors. Portrait mode sticks around and has received some enhancements, but new 
(and in beta) is Portrait Lighting, which lets you change the lighting of your shot in real-time as you compose the shot. You can even tweak the 
lighting afterward. These features show that computational photography is where the photography world is going.
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Video capture on the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus is also notably improved thanks to an Apple-designed video encoder. 

You can now shoot 4K video at 24, 30, or 60 frames per second, whereas the iPhone 7 could do only 24 fps. 
Slo-mo video supports 1080p resolution at 120 fps or 240 fps, again besting the iPhone 7, which could only 
provide 120 fps. Video is captured using HEVC and H.264.

In terms of other specs, the iPhone 8 is basically the same as the iPhone 7, with the exception of Bluetooth 5.0 
instead of 4.2. Apple’s tech specs page also notes that the iPhone 8 supports “NFC with reader mode” whereas the 
iPhone 7’s page just said “NFC.” We don’t yet know if there’s a technical difference behind the wording change.

Both the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus are available in two capacities — 64 GB and 256 GB — and in three colors — 
gold, silver, and space gray. The 64 GB models of the iPhone 8 cost $699, and the 256 GB models cost $849. 
The iPhone 8 Plus models are $100 more, either $799 for 64 GB or $949 for 256 GB.

Both come with Lightning-based EarPods, a Lightning to USB cable, a 5 watt USB power adapter, and — still! 
— a Lightning to 3.5 mm headphone jack adapter if you want to use standard headphones. And, of course, they’ll 
run iOS 11.

They’re available for pre-orders now and will ship on 22 September 2017. You won’t have to wait that long for 
iOS 11, though, which will become available on 19 September 2017.

iPhone X -- After the announcement of the iPhone 8, Tim Cook returned to the stage for Apple’s classic One More Thing™ — the 
much-rumored iPhone X.

Although it shares a few industrial design features with the iPhone 8, such as the glass back that enables Qi 
wireless charging, the iPhone X boasts an edge-to-edge screen that fills almost the entire front face, dropping 
the iconic Home button entirely. Its metal edges are surgical-grade stainless steel, and it comes in just two 
colors: silver and space gray.

The iPhone X screen measures 5.8 inches diagonal, which means that it offers more screen real estate than 
the 5.5-inch iPhone 8 Plus screen, but by losing the bezel, the iPhone X is much closer in size to the iPhone 8 
(thank goodness!). The iPhone 8 is 5.45 inches by 2.65 inches by 0.29 inches (138.4 x 67.3 x 7.3 mm) and 
weighs 5.22 ounces (148 g). But the iPhone X is just 5.65 inches by 2.79 inches by 0.30 inches (143.6 x 70.9 x 
7.7 mm) and weighs 6.14 ounces (174 g). The extra size must have given Apple more room for the battery, 
since it’s supposed to last 2 hours longer than the iPhone 7 (and the iPhone 8 has the same battery life as the 
iPhone 7).

The iPhone X’s Super Retina display also has way more pixels — 2436-by-1125 at 458 pixels per inch — 
than any previous iPhone. In comparison, the iPhone 8 Plus is only 1920-by-1080 at 401 ppi. That means 
you’ll see quite a bit more detail on the iPhone X than you would on even Apple’s previous Plus models.

Some of these changes were made possible via the switch to OLED — organic light-emitting diode — technology. Historically, OLED screens 
have provided great contrast, high resolution, and minimal thickness due to not needing a backlight, but they have had trouble with brightness, wide 
color support, and color accuracy. Apple claims to have resolved these problems, so the iPhone X display supports high dynamic range video in both 
the Dolby Vision and HDR10 formats and offers a 1,000,000 to 1 contrast ratio. It also supports 3D Touch and True Tone.

But without a Home button, how do you wake an iPhone X? Raise to Wake still works, or you can just tap the screen. What about Siri? Press the 
iPhone X’s new side button, much like on an Apple Watch, or just use “Hey, Siri.” To unlock the iPhone X, you just swipe up from the bottom of 
the screen while looking at the iPhone X, and it uses Apple’s new Face ID technology to recognize your face, much like Touch ID did with your 
fingerprint in the past. Apple said nothing about whether the iPhone 
X could learn multiple faces as previous iPhones could learn multiple 
fingers, but entering a passcode remains an option for families who 
often share devices.

Face ID relies on both the A11 Bionic’s neural engine and what 
Apple calls the TrueDepth front-facing camera system — that notch 
on the top of the iPhone X — which includes a 7-megapixel camera, 
infrared camera, flood illuminator, and dot projector, along with the 
proximity sensor, ambient light sensor, speaker, and microphone. 
Face ID works in the dark, and although you train it quickly on 
initial setup, it continually adapts to your changing look, so it can 
handle glasses, hats, beards, and more, all without being fooled by 
photos.

It almost seemed as though Apple had read Rich Mogull’s 
“Preparing for a Possible Apple “Face ID” Technology” (18 
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August 2017) because the company noted that Touch ID has a 1 in 50,000 false positive rate, but Face ID should be more like 1 in 1,000,000. That 
said, Apple did admit that Face ID might not stop evil twins (whereas Touch ID would, since identical twins do not have identical fingerprints). 
Also, apps that work with Touch ID, like 1Password, will work with Face ID.

Swiping up from the bottom of the iPhone X screen works across the system for jumping back to the Home screen or (if you pause briefly) 
opening the app switcher. You can also swipe left and right on the bottom area to switch between apps. The main oddity is that you now get to 
Control Center by swiping down from the top-right corner of the screen (to the right of the notch). To access the Lock 
screen, which replaces the Notification Center in iOS 11, you now swipe down on the upper-left of the screen (to the 
left of the notch).

Apple uses the iPhone X’s facial recognition technology in a few other ways, including a demo of an upcoming 
version of Snapchat that could affix a virtual mask to your face in real time. And you can create “animoji” — a dozen 
different animated emoji characters whose faces mimic what you do with your face while recording in Messages. 
Technically impressive, but it brings new meaning to that long-ago option in Eudora: “Waste cycles drawing trendy 
3D junk.”

The iPhone X sports a pair of cameras, much like the iPhone 8 Plus, but has slightly different specs. One has an 
f/1.8 aperture, but the other is f/2.4, as opposed to f/2.8 on the iPhone 8 Plus, and lets in 36 percent more light. It also 

sports optical stabilization (on 
both lenses) for better 
low-light photos and videos. 
Apple says its quad-LED 
True Tone flash delivers twice 
the uniformity of light.
As with the iPhone 8, the 
iPhone X will be available in two capacities — 64 GB for 
$999 and 256 GB for $1149. Interestingly, unlike the 
iPhone 8, you cannot buy a SIM-free iPhone X that can 
work with any carrier; you must select from AT&T, Sprint, 
T-Mobile, or Verizon when ordering from Apple. Besides 
cases, the iPhone X accessories are the same as the iPhone 8, 
including the headphone adapter. You can pre-order an 
iPhone X on 27 October 2017 with availability on 3 
November 2017.

If you’re in the market for a new iPhone, the question is, do you wait another 6 weeks and pay an extra $300 for the bigger display, Face ID, and 
other improvements? It’s tempting, of course, but since a lot of new technology debuts in the iPhone X, it’s also possible that it will be plagued with 
problems, particularly at first. Apple has historically done a pretty good job of addressing problems that seem like hardware issues with iOS updates, 
but you could still suffer through a month or two of awkward usage if Face ID doesn’t work well for you, for instance.

All that said, I’m getting one.

iOS
11 Things You Should Know about iOS 11

by Josh Centers 
iOS 11 is now available, either via iTunes or Settings > General > Software Update. I’ve spent the last few months documenting it for “Take 

Control of iOS 11” — which we’ve updated to version 1.1 to coincide with the official iOS 11 launch.
If you’ve been following TidBITS, you’ve probably seen articles we’ve been writing about iOS 11, such as “A Prairie HomeKit Companion: 

What’s Coming in iOS 11” (7 July 2017), “ARKit: Augmented Reality for More Than Gaming” (28 July 2017), and “iOS 11 to Bring Do 
Not Disturb While Driving” (21 August 2017).

Those articles hopefully whetted your appetite for iOS 11, but before you pull the trigger, here are 11 things you need to know.
#1: Your Favorite Apps May Not Work -- Don’t say you haven’t been warned! Adam Engst suggested this might happen in “Apple to 

Deprecate 32-bit iOS Apps,” (15 May 2017) and Marc Zeedar told you it would in “The Problem With Abandoned Apps,” (17 July 2017): 
apps that have not been updated to run in 64-bit mode remain on your device, but you’ll receive an error message if you try to launch them.
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If you’re running iOS 10.3.1 or later, check Settings > General > About > Applications to see a list of which apps on your device, if any, will not 

run under iOS 11. If you have some important ones on that list, see if there’s an update available, likely as a new app. If not, hold off on iOS 11 until 
you figure out a solution.

But you don’t have to worry about the TidBITS News app! Thanks to Matt Neuburg, it should keep working for years to come (see “TidBITS 
News Shows How an Old 32-bit iOS App Becomes 64-bit,” 16 May 2017).

#2: Some Features Are Missing -- Three major features that Apple promised for iOS 11 at WWDC are missing: Messages in iCloud, 
person-to-person Apple Pay, and AirPlay 2 (see “iOS 11 Gets Smarter in Small Ways,” 5 June 2017).

The idea behind Messages in iCloud is that it will store your messages and attachments in iCloud (where is it storing them now?), making sync 
more reliable. The feature was present in earlier betas, but Apple removed it midway through the cycle for unspecified reasons. In internal beta-tester 
documents, Apple has vowed to bring it back later, but the company has said nothing to the general public.

Personally, I was skeptical of the feature, since it counted against your iCloud storage quota and attachments to conversation can get big. No other 
messaging service charges its customers for such basic functionality, and maybe someone at Apple realized that this was going too far.

Apple has also delayed person-to-person Apple Pay payments. The concept is that you can use an iMessage app to send money directly to another 
person via Apple Pay. Received money will be stored on a virtual Apple Pay Cash Card. It’s uncertain what the holdup is, but needless to say, 
financial products are complicated, so it’s not entirely surprising.

Apple confirmed the delay in a press release:
Coming this fall with an update to iOS 11 and watchOS 4, Apple Pay users will be able to send and receive money from friends and family 

quickly, easily and securely
Also, AirPlay 2 seems to be missing. Apple says AirPlay 2 will let you manage receivers with the Home app, output audio to multiple receivers, and 

work more reliably overall. However, based on my own testing, as well as AppleInsider’s, it doesn’t seem to be implemented yet. Strangely, Apple 
mentions AirPlay 2 in the developer release notes for tvOS 11. Perhaps it’s implemented in tvOS, but not iOS? I suspect we’ll learn more whenever 
Apple launches the HomePod smart speaker.

We’re as frustrated by the delay of these features as you are, and I’ll update “Take Control of iOS 11” as soon as they’re available.
#3: Be Wary of New Video and Photo Formats -- By default, iOS 11 will capture videos and photos in the new HEVC and HEIF formats — 

assuming your device has an A10 Fusion chip or better. That means the iPhone 7 and later, and the 2017 iPad Pro models. As Glenn Fleishman 
explained in “HEVC and HEIF Will Make Video and Photos More Efficient” (30 June 2017), these formats provide a host of advantages, most 
notably reduced file sizes, but they have one big disadvantage: a general lack of 
compatibility throughout the industry!

Windows computers can’t read these formats yet. Nor can Apple products 
running operating systems before iOS 11 and macOS 10.13 High Sierra. Images 
I’ve captured in HEIF on iOS 11 can’t be viewed at full resolution when synced 
to my 10.12 Sierra-based Mac via iCloud Photo Library.

Apart from iCloud Photo Library, this shouldn’t be a major issue because 
exporting from Photos in iOS 11 and High Sierra generates files in standard formats. And if it is a problem, you can still capture images and videos in 
the JPEG and H.264 formats in iOS 11 by going to Settings > Camera > Formats and selecting Most Compatible.

#4: Control Center Is Crazy -- One of the biggest shocks after installing iOS 11 will 
probably be the new Control Center. It’s totally bonkers! It’s so different that I dedicate an 
entire chapter of “Take Control of iOS 11” to it. I don’t have the space to repeat it all here, 
but here are some quick tips and notes:
• Control Center has been reduced from two or three pages in iOS 10 to a single page in iOS 

11. That should reduce some confusion.
• You can now customize Control Center to a certain extent in Settings > Control Center > 

Customize Controls. Most notably, you can add a variety of Apple-provided controls — it 
doesn’t seem that independent developers can provide Control Center buttons. And 
although you can remove a few default controls, others are fixed: the networking platter, the 
media platter, Orientation Lock, Do Not Disturb, Screen Mirroring, Brightness, and Volume. 

• Modify which Controls appear and in what order in Settings > Control Center > Customize Controls.
• I find three of the new controls are particularly useful: Low Power Mode, Screen Recording, and Apple TV Remote. Yes, there is now an Apple 

TV Remote in Control Center, with no app installation required. It may be my single favorite iOS 11 feature.
• There are two ways to manipulate Control Center controls: tap and press. Tapping usually activates the control, while pressing reveals more 

options. You can experiment with each one or just read my descriptions in “Take Control of iOS 11.”
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#5: So Long, Notification Center -- In a move that seems obvious in hindsight, Apple has removed Notification Center in iOS 11, integrating 

its functionality into the Lock screen.
Here’s how you get to notifications now. When your device is locked, 

the Lock screen shows only new notifications. To reveal past notifications, 
you can either swipe up on the Lock screen or swipe down from above the 
top of the screen, just as if you were pulling down Notification Center.

When your device is unlocked, swipe down from above the top of the 
screen to reveal the Lock screen and all of your notifications. This doesn’t 
actually lock your device — either press Home or swipe up from below 
the bottom of the screen to return to where you were.

#6: iPad Multitasking -- Apple focused on the iPad experience in iOS 
11, giving it more unique interface features and redesigning its 
multitasking system.

The star of the new multitasking approach is the redesigned Dock, 
which looks and works more like the Mac Dock. It can hold up to 15 
apps and has a section to the right which displays recent and frequently 
used apps. That’s also where Handoff apps now appear on the iPad.

You can invoke Slide Over or Split View in several ways, but it comes 
down to dragging one app from the Dock or Home screen onto another 
active app. So you can:
• While in an app, swipe up from under the bottom of the screen to display the Dock. Drag an app icon from the Dock onto the open app.
• From the Home screen, start dragging any app icon, and then, with another finger (perhaps on your other hand), tap another app’s icon on the 

Home screen or in the Dock to open it, then drop the first app.
• Perform the same actions starting on the search screen, or by switching apps with the Command-Tab app switcher if you have a keyboard 

attached.
If you drop the dragged app on the main window while it’s showing its 

vertical lozenge, it opens in Slide Over, which overlays the main app on the 
right side of the screen. Convert a Slide Over app to Split View by dragging 
up on the bar at the top of its window.

However, if you keep dragging that lozenge to either the left or right edge 
of the screen, the view changes to indicate that dropping it will open in Split 

View. It’s great that you 
can now position the 
new app on either side.
There’s so much going 
on with the iPad in iOS 
11 that I dedicated a full 
chapter of “Take 
Control of iOS 11” to 
it.
#7: Instant Notes -- If you have an iPad Pro running iOS 11, you can tap the Lock screen 
with an Apple Pencil to create a new note in the Notes app (the screen must be awake, and I’ve 
found a second tap is sometimes necessary).

However, you don’t need an iPad Pro and Apple Pencil to make an Instant Note. If 
you add the Notes button to Control Center on any iOS device, you can tap that 
button to create an Instant Note when your device is locked!

You can adjust Instant Notes’ behavior in Settings > Notes > Access Notes from 
Lock Screen. The default is Always Create New Note, but you can also set it to resume 
the last note you worked on, which would be handy if you’re taking notes in a meeting 
or class.

#8: Explaining Instant Markup -- Every year, Apple introduces some vague set of 
features under a single marketing term, which I have to figure out how to explain. 
Instant Markup is this year’s entry.
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The iOS 11 release notes imply that Instant Markup means that if you tap an Apple Pencil to an iPad Pro, you can mark up whatever is on 

screen. That’s not true, and again, you don’t need an Apple Pencil.
Instead, Instant Markup features are sprinkled throughout iOS 11. Here are a few examples:

• Take a screenshot by pressing Sleep/Wake and Home. A thumbnail appears in 
the lower-left corner of the screen. Tap it to draw on it with markup tools.

• Open a photo in Photos, tap Edit, tap the ellipsis button, and then tap 
Markup to draw on a photo.

• In Safari, tap the Share button, then Create PDF, and then the marker icon in 
the upper-right corner to mark up the page as a PDF.

• In iBooks, tap the marker icon while viewing a PDF to mark it up.
Don’t get me wrong — it’s great that this functionality is available throughout 

iOS now. It’s just that Apple’s marketing is a bit misleading, and how you access 
it is inconsistent.

#9: Emergency SOS -- This new iPhone-only feature is important, but be 
careful with it. Press the Sleep/Wake button five times in rapid succession. You 
should see three sliders: Slide to Power Off, Medical ID, and Emergency SOS. Don’t touch the Emergency SOS slider until you’ve finished reading 
this section!

First, just by accessing that screen, you have deactivated Touch ID (and presumably Face ID on the upcoming iPhone X). In many jurisdictions, 
the law says you can be compelled to unlock a device with a fingerprint but not a passcode. Keep that in mind, but remember that law enforcement 
and border guards can make your life miserable if you refuse to provide a passcode (see “Getting Your Devices and Data Over the U.S. Border,” 
14 April 2017).

As you expect, the Slide to Power Off slider shuts your iPhone off, and the Medical ID slider displays your Medical ID, which you can configure 
in the Health app, in the Medical ID view.

What does that scary red Emergency SOS slider do? First, it calls emergency 
services — 911 in the United States. After the call is completed or cancelled, it 
sends a text message to your emergency contacts and shares your location with 
them.

Here’s the message it sends on my iPhone 7 Plus. There doesn’t appear to be 
any way of modifying it:

Emergency SOS Josh Centers has made an emergency call. You are receiving 
this message because Josh has listed you as an emergency contact.

You set up your emergency contacts in Settings > Emergency SOS.
After it notifies your emergency contacts, it displays your Medical ID, 

presumably to help any emergency responders.
Remember: five quick presses of the Sleep/Wake button could save your 

bacon. It’s worth trying it to make sure you know what’s involved, but don’t slide 
that Emergency SOS button unless it’s a real emergency. We hope the feature 
doesn’t cause too many errant calls.

#10: Offload Apps -- Apple has long been stingy with storage space on iOS 
devices, and it has always been difficult to manage storage in iOS. iOS 11 improves the 
situation, thanks to a new storage management screen, which you can find in Settings > 
General > iPhone (or iPad) Storage. It offers suggestions for various things you can do or 
enable to save space.

But I want to point out a specific new setting, which can also be found in Settings > 
iTunes & App Stores: Offload Unused Apps. This setting automatically uninstalls 
unused apps, but retains their data. If you later reinstall the app from the App Store, it’s as 
though you never deleted it!

The only reason not to enable this setting is if you have way more storage space than 
you’ll ever use. For the rest of us, it can free up space with no risk of data loss.

#11: Quick Start -- It’s new iPhone season, and while setup isn’t a great hardship, it is 
the most time-consuming part of getting a new iPhone. For years, you’ve been able to set 
up an Apple TV automatically by placing an iOS device near it. Now you can finally set 
up iOS 11 devices the same way!
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So, if you have a new iPhone 8 on the way, for instance, I highly recommend upgrading your existing iPhone to iOS 11 before it arrives. Then, 

when you set up your new iPhone, you’ll save yourself from entering Apple ID credentials, Wi-Fi passwords, and the like. Just follow the onscreen 
prompts at setup or check out the What’s New chapter of “Take Control of iOS 11” for instructions.

I hope you found these tips and highlights helpful, and check out “Take Control of iOS 11” for even more iOS advice!

iOS 11 Mail Failing to Send with Microsoft-Hosted Accounts
by Mark H. Anbinder 

Some early adopters of iOS 11 are finding they can’t send email via Outlook.com, Office 365, or Exchange Server accounts running on Windows 
Server 2016. According to a support article from Apple, users with such accounts might see the error message: “Cannot Send Mail. The message 
was rejected by the server.”

Exchange Server and Office 365 accounts are common in corporate environments and at educational institutions, and Outlook.com offers free 
Microsoft-hosted mail service to anyone, much the way Google provides Gmail for free to individuals.

In his Essential Exchange blog, Michael B. Smith says, “On a technical level, this happens because iOS 11 is improperly negotiating a HTTP/2 
TLS connection and the connection fails.” He says iOS 10 and earlier versions of Windows Server don’t have this problem because they defaulted to 
HTTP/1.1, rather than HTTP/2.

On that Apple support article, dated 19 September 2017, the company said, “Apple is working closely with Microsoft to resolve the issue and will 
release a fix soon in an upcoming software update.”

Microsoft’s matching support article suggests downloading its free Outlook for iOS app as an alternative. (Note that you won’t be able to click 
that link on a Mac and download Outlook; Apple’s recent changes to the iOS App Store and iTunes 12.7 force you to download it on your iOS 
device itself — see “iTunes 12.7 Giveth, but Mostly It Taketh Apps and Ringtones Away,” 15 September 2017.)

Microsoft adds that if you’re using an Exchange Server 2016 mailbox, but not an Outlook.com or Office 365 mailbox, “you can ask the system 
administrator to disable HTTP/2 in Windows Server 2016 as a workaround.”

If you’re not in a position to change your Windows Server configuration or ask your system administrator to do so, and you haven’t yet upgraded 
to iOS 11, it might be easiest to hold off until Apple and Microsoft have resolved this issue.

Security
You Can’t Protect Yourself from the Equifax Breach

by Rich Mogull
Earlier this month, news broke of a massive data breach at Equifax, one of the three major credit rating agencies. Equifax may have lost private 

information, including Social Security numbers, for up to 143 million U.S. consumers, which would be over half of the adult, 
bank-account-participating population of the country. Some information from British and Canadian citizens may also have been exposed. In 
Equifax’s own words:

The information accessed primarily includes names, Social Security numbers, birth dates, addresses and, in some instances, driver’s license 
numbers. In addition, credit card numbers for approximately 209,000 U.S. consumers, and certain dispute documents with personal identifying 
information for approximately 182,000 U.S. consumers, were accessed. As part of its investigation of this application vulnerability, Equifax also 
identified unauthorized access to limited personal information for certain UK and Canadian residents.

Equifax subsequently botched its response and communications with consumers, including unclear legal clauses when you check your exposure, 
failing to provide specific information or an effective way to determine if you are affected, and even hosting its response Web site on a non-Equifax 
domain name using an incorrect digital certificate.

Ignoring all that, the real issue is that one of the companies “trusted” with determining our financial future based on deep records of personal 
information was breached… and due to the current nature of our financial system, we can’t effectively protect ourselves. Our best options offer only 
limited protection and come at a hefty cost, due in large part to lobbying by the credit rating agencies themselves.

As a cybersecurity advisor, I have worked with companies in all the nooks and crannies of the financial system. While most take their responsibility 
very seriously, they are still businesses filled with humans working with a hodgepodge of a system that has developed over decades, if not centuries. 
Mistakes will happen, and our system is poorly designed to protect consumers.

Here is how to understand your risk and best live with the exposure.
Nine Digits to Rule Them All -- Banking and credit has always been a history- and reputation-based industry. Financial institutions provide 

credit but need some level of assurance they will get their money back. For hundreds of years, this was managed through personal relationships. Over 
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the past few decades, however, society decided to prioritize faceless transactions and frictionless credit. Financial institutions no longer have direct 
relationships with their customers, and in many cases have never even met their customers. To manage their risk, these institutions started to rely on 
credit ratings developed by private companies dedicated to collecting and analyzing our financial histories.

Thus the emergence of credit rating agencies (CRAs) like Equifax, Experian, and Transunion. These companies collect everything from public 
records to your credit card payment history and use that information to determine those all-powerful credit scores. Credit scores are merely a single 
numeric risk rating that financial institutions can use to decide what type of credit to extend to you — from mortgages to credit cards — and for 
how much.

Since names aren’t unique, the CRAs rely heavily on Social Security numbers (SSNs) as the unique identifier for individuals, sometimes in 
combination with full name and date of birth. The problem is that our system treats an SSN as a secret key to our financial records, but an SSN is 
merely a nine-digit number that is most definitely not encrypted.

SSNs are nearly impossible to change, are prone to errors, and clearly cannot be kept secret. Some bad guys first stole mine from a database at the 
student healthcare clinic where I went to college, and then it was exposed again (probably to China, based on public reports) during the big breach of 
the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) in the U.S. federal government.

In each of these cases, I was offered a year of free credit monitoring, just as Equifax has done in this latest breach. However, the free credit 
monitoring lasts only for a year, yet the bad guys can use my SSN for the rest of my life.

That’s the real issue here. Once your SSN has been exposed, you can never be assured it will be secret or safe ever again. Data like your SSN and 
date of birth won’t change, even after your death. Credit monitoring will only alert you to some kinds of new account fraud, essentially throwing a 
notification when someone creates a new account that is reported to a CRA. Those alerts won’t necessarily notice when utilities or other services 
create accounts that also rely on your SSN.

Even if you can protect your financial records, loss of your SSN and other personal information could expose nearly any kind of account you have, 
not just financial accounts!

Think of all the situations where something is “protected” with the last four digits of your SSN or a credit card. Breaches of a credit agency like this 
expose the master key to recover or access more than a few of your accounts.

Once you’re exposed, you’re exposed for life, not just for the year of free credit monitoring. At least until the system changes.
Your Best Financial Defense -- Although you can get, by law, a free copy of your credit report every year from each agency, doing so doesn’t offer 

much protection. You would need to be diligent about checking annually and then go through the process of cleaning up any new account fraud 
that occurs. (“Hey Siri, remind me to check my credit report every year.”) Doing so can be a difficult process since the system is built to protect the 
financial institutions, and CRAs are historically reticent to respond to consumer issues. Remember, the CRA’s customers are banks, not you. You’re 
the product.

The first step is to make things harder for a criminal to create new accounts in your name. There are two tools to do this, fraud alerts and credit 
freezes, but only one actually works. You can find information, phone numbers, and links on the U.S. Federal Trade Commission’s Identity Theft 
Web site:

A fraud alert places a flag on your account for 90 days. During that time a business needs to verify your identity before it can create a new account 
in your name. There used to be companies that could automatically renew your 90-day alerts for you, but the credit agencies sued them out of 
existence, which was a travesty. So, if you want an indefinite fraud alert, you need to repeat the process yourself every time it expires.

Another option is a credit freeze, which locks your account completely. The CRAs may charge for this service, and you will have to enter a PIN 
code to unlock your account. A credit freeze prevents all access to your account, including credit checks, and thus may have unintended 
consequences (for example, background checks for employment). It’s your best option for long-term security and doesn’t expire, but it isn’t ideal.

There is one more option, an extended fraud alert that lasts for 7 years but is generally available — thanks to federal law! — only if you have 
already been a victim of identity theft.

These techniques can help, a bit, but at a cost. Worse, they do nothing to protect non-financial accounts secured with your private information.
Living with Long-term Risk -- Until the system changes, there isn’t much you can do beyond a credit freeze, and that comes with some 

negatives, especially if you need to apply for credit or a job. Perhaps this incident will spur some legislative changes. The odds are high that more than 
a few politicians are also now exposed, and self-interest is a powerful motivator.

We normal consumers must be hyper-aware of when our SSNs are used as a security control. Does your healthcare provider use your SSN to 
decide when to release medical data? Does your school system use it to release transcripts? Does your bank use it as an account recovery passcode?

In my experience, most of these organizations, even if they use the infamous “last four digits,” also offer alternative PIN or verification options. Try 
to use those alternatives whenever possible, or at least understand and accept your risk.

The average person isn’t necessarily at risk of having someone impersonate them to get medical records, but there are plenty of occupations and 
situations where that might be a concern, including politicians, journalists, and anyone in a divorce or child custody fight.

I first learned to live with this risk personally thanks to the OPM breach that exposed more than just my SSN. The real lesson came as part of a 
second breach, which revealed a wealth of personal history that I had submitted as part of a standard security form. It included every place I have ever 
lived, every country I had visited in the preceding 7 years, and the personal information of all my immediate family members.
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Knowing this information is out there is… disconcerting. There’s no way for me to know who has it now: likely some Chinese intelligence agency 

or underground criminal information exchange. It’s not an everyday source of stress, but more of a low-level buzzing in the back of my head.
I have to assume anyone who really wanted to could get my SSN and possibly a bunch of other private information. So I do my best to protect 

myself and my family by enabling multi-factor authentication on accounts whenever possible, creating account recovery questions that are 
pseudo-passwords, and changing PIN codes so they aren’t the last four digits of my SSN.

I write this as a so-called security expert who makes my living in this industry, and I know I still have plenty of vulnerable accounts and financial 
risk. Practically speaking, the vast majority of consumers, or even TidBITS readers, don’t have the time, knowledge, or security diligence to protect 
themselves indefinitely.

Since Equifax is one of the primary sources of credit reports and knows exactly how fraud occurs and how our information is used, it is 
unconscionable that the company offers only a year of free credit protection to the people it has harmed through its negligence. It’s equally offensive 
that Equifax continues to prevent the use of tools like persistent fraud alerts that could help reduce our risk.

As much as I hate to end on a sour note, the reality is that, until the system changes, until our financial lives are governed by something stronger 
than some short strings of plain text that never change, we have to keep our guard up and hope for the best. And hope is never part of security best 
practices.

Tidbits
Apple’s AirPower Charging Mat Won’t Work with Older Apple Watches -- Here’s some disappointing news from MacRumors about Apple’s 
promised AirPower charging mat, which Apple says will wirelessly charge the iPhone 8 and iPhone X, Apple Watch Series 3, and AirPods in a 
special charging case. Since the Apple Watch has always used inductive charging, there was hope that older models would also work with the 
AirPower mat. That turns out not to be true: the AirPower mat will support only the Apple Watch Series 3. Older models will have to stick with 
their existing chargers.

Apple Ups the App Store Cellular Download Limit -- Ever hit a situation where you couldn’t download iOS apps because you weren’t on Wi-Fi? 
(We haven’t.) If that has been a problem for you in the past, it should be less so now. Apple says: “We’ve increased the cellular download limit from 
100 MB to 150 MB, letting customers download more apps from the App Store over their cellular network.”

Initial High Sierra Release Won’t Support APFS for Fusion Drives -- If you converted a Fusion Drive to APFS during the macOS 10.13 High 
Sierra beta, we have some bad news: the initial release version of High Sierra that Apple plans to ship on 25 September 2017 will not officially 
support it. This unexpected announcement presumably comes due to problems discovered during the beta that the company hasn’t yet addressed. 
Apple recommends that you back up the Fusion Drive, reformat it using Mac OS Extended (HFS+), and restore it from backup. The support 
document implies that Apple will support APFS-formatted Fusion Drives in a later release of High Sierra.

New iOS App Store Guidelines Ban “Virus Scanners” -- Apple’s updated App Store rules now explicitly ban scam apps that claim to remove 
viruses or malware from your iOS device, in large part because sandboxing ensures that there’s no way they could do what they promise. Another 
new guideline requires developers to offer an alternative to Face ID authentication for users under the age of 13, and Apple says ARKit-driven 
augmented reality apps must be “rich experiences,” not just one-trick ponies. Apple’s goal in updating these policies is to keep iOS app quality high 
— or at least above some reasonable level.

HDR Movies Now Available for 2017 iPad Pro Tablets -- With the Apple TV 4K coming, Apple has promised 4K and HDR upgrades to 
existing iTunes movies at no additional charge. We’re already seeing that on 2017 iPad Pro tablets running iOS 11 — the key is that the latest 
10.5-inch and 12.9-inch iPad Pros have HDR-capable displays. Check Settings > TV > iTunes Videos and make sure the Download HDR Videos 
switch is enabled. Then, in the TV app, on the Library screen, tap a movie to see its listing; you’ll see 4K and HDR badges if Apple has updated the 
film. The Verge reports that these files on the iPad are 1080p and not 4K, but they do support HDR. Regardless, they look great.

Streaming Services Not Killing the Music Industry -- Buried inside a Bloomberg article about Apple renegotiating Apple Music streaming rights 
with Warner Music Group is this interesting tidbit: streaming services aren’t killing the music industry, which had been in decline for nearly two 

[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]
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decades, but are actually reviving it. Global music sales grew 5.9 percent to $15.7 billion in 2016. Also interesting is the fact that Apple negotiated a 
smaller payout than it paid previously — an estimated 55 percent (or less if subscriber numbers increase), down from 58 percent. When Apple 
launched Apple Music, it made a big deal about how much more it paid artists than Spotify, but from the article, it appears that rates are based more 
on subscriber figures than any sense of artistic patronage.

Apple Quietly Raises iPad Pro Prices -- Apple has quietly raised the prices of the 256 GB and 512 GB iPad Pro tablets by $50. This applies to 
both the Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi+Cellular models, but the 64 GB models are unaffected. Some have speculated that the price hike is due to increased flash 
storage costs, but without an official statement from Apple, it’s impossible to say for sure.

iTunes Movie Rentals Now Last 48 Hours -- Here’s a small but welcome tidbit: you now have 48 hours to finish watching an iTunes movie rental 
once you begin streaming it. Previously, you only had 24 hours, even though competing services usually offered 48 hours

How Siri Is Getting Its Groove Back -- Siri was groundbreaking when it debuted, but rivals from Amazon and Google have since overshadowed it. 
Wired spoke with Alex Acero, the Apple executive responsible for Siri, and Greg “Joz” Joswiak, Apple’s VP of product marketing, who explained 
some of Siri’s past challenges and upcoming improvements, such as improved voice recognition and iOS 11’s more natural voices. It’s interesting to 
hear the executives say that Apple has always wanted Siri to be able to perform tasks, not merely answer demo-friendly trivia questions that are 
unsatisfying in the real world. Joswiak noted, “We didn’t engineer this thing to be Trivial Pursuit!” Now Apple has to deal with the fact that it’s hard 
to change users’ Siri habits — if Siri failed you in the past, you probably won’t try that command again even if Siri could now handle it.

T-Mobile to Include Netflix for Free on Family Plans -- T-Mobile has announced that, starting 12 September 2017, customers with two or more 
lines will get Netflix Standard for free — a $9.99 per month value. The Netflix Standard plan lets you stream on up to two devices at once in HD 
resolution. Is there any limit to T-Mobile’s aggressive pricing? In any case, the fierce competition that CEO John Legere is bringing to the mobile 
space continues to be fun to watch.

Secrets of the Steve Jobs Theater -- The first event at the Steve Jobs Theater on Apple’s new campus is set for 12 September 2017, and Bloomberg 
has a look at the room’s impressive gadgetry. The theater includes two elevators that rotate so that visitors will enter and exit from the same side. It 
also features retracting walls that hide a demonstration room where journalists can sample Apple’s latest wares after the presentation. All it needs is a 
shark tank underneath the stage to double as the lair of a James Bond villain. Just imagine Tim Cook pushing a button while intoning, “I’m sorry, 
Mr. Nadella, but we won’t be needing Microsoft Office anymore.”

Tim Cook Promises Support for Apple’s DACA Employees -- After President Trump announced that he is ending the Obama-era Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, Tim Cook penned an email to Apple employees voicing his disapproval. Cook added that Apple 
would be working on behalf of its 250 DACA employees both in Congress and the courts to keep them from being deported. Trump is waiting six 
months before ending the program and has called on Congress to legislate a replacement.

Pixelmator Plans to Go Pro -- The developers of the popular Pixelmator image-editing app have announced a follow-up app, due later this year. 
Pixelmator Pro will be sold in the Mac App Store alongside the original Pixelmator, and it will feature a streamlined single-window interface, 
advanced layout tools, an overhauled painting system, machine learning, and more. Many of us at TidBITS have long been fans of Pixelmator 
because it offers most of what we need from Photoshop at a fraction of the price, so we’re looking forward to trying Pixelmator Pro’s new features.

Apple Ends the Apple Music Festival -- After 10 years, Apple is putting a stop to the Apple Music Festival, previously known as the iTunes Music 
Festival. Over the years, numerous big-name acts played at the London-based show, including Adele, Beck, Elton John, Lady Gaga, Paul Simon, 
and Soundgarden. While it’s sad to see the annual series of concerts go, perhaps Apple is hoping to convince Apple Music Festival alumni to appear 
on “Carpool Karaoke.”

The 10,000 Track Limit: Why I Switched from Spotify to Apple Music --The streaming music service Spotify turns out to have a 10,000 track 
limit on music collections. That was a deal-breaker for Adam Engst, despite Spotify’s better algorithmically generated playlists.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For free email 
subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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https://www.wired.com/story/how-apple-finally-made-siri-sound-more-human/
https://www.wired.com/story/how-apple-finally-made-siri-sound-more-human/
https://9to5mac.com/2017/09/06/t-mobile-free-netflix/
https://9to5mac.com/2017/09/06/t-mobile-free-netflix/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-06/apple-s-other-big-reveal-on-sept-12
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-06/apple-s-other-big-reveal-on-sept-12
https://www.macrumors.com/2017/09/05/tim-cook-apple-support-daca-employees/
https://www.macrumors.com/2017/09/05/tim-cook-apple-support-daca-employees/
http://www.pixelmator.com/pro/
http://www.pixelmator.com/pro/
https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/apple-axes-annual-apple-music-festival-london-10-years/
https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/apple-axes-annual-apple-music-festival-london-10-years/
http://tidbits.com/article/17430
http://tidbits.com/article/17430
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of 
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the 
intersection of North Academy and Dublin). 

Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on 
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south 
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to 
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance 
is on the west side of the building.

Smoking is not permitted on the premises. 

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View 
[the fire station is behind Walgreens]. 

Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on Vindicator 
(at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, Treasurer   
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

